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DRACONES et EQUORUM 
Dragons & Horses – An exhibition of photographs by Liam Lynch

“Each print is a handmade one-off… which seems fitting to do justice  to the incredible natural beauty that Lynch’s 
images capture.”                                                           – Lachlan Gardiner, Capture Magazine July/August 2014

An intrepid nature-lover and image-hunter, Australia’s Liam Lynch goes far from the beaten track to 
create his images. Lynch is also a devotee of the palladiotype photographic process, which requires 
another excursion far beyond the norm. This painstaking technique shows a dedication to the labour of 
printing that is rare today.

After weeks underwater communing with these unique animals, Lynch is soon elbow-deep in alchemy: 
paper stocks are hand-coated with emulsion, and chemicals mixed from scratch. As a result of the 19th 
century process used, the images look genuinely antique in many ways, reminiscent of Joseph Banks’ 
catalogues, or Darwin’s specimen collections. Each image is composed using underwater backdrops that 
are carefully manoeuvred behind the subject and lit to create a “studio like” feel. 

Yet these works have a modern edge… Lynch combines the ancient palladiotype method with new 
technology and equipment to produce the final result. Using a contact printing method which requires a 
negative the same size as the final print, Lynch brings the raw files into a computer, then prints them out 
at the required size at high resolution on transparent sheets. The result is a high-quality negative ready for 
printing. The negative is then laid directly onto the paper and exposed to light, after which the paper can 
be developed into the finished print. 

For Lynch crossing the line from machine-made to hand-made does necessitate a substantial 
commitment, and the work is certainly labour-intensive. But in the end, what unfolds before the eyes is 
no ordinary photograph. Each is a true work of art. 

                                                                                               –Maree Coote, Author, The Art of Being Melbourne

GALLERY INFORMATION

Melbournestyle Gallery Upstairs ..............Exhibition Dates: May 4-17, 2015
155 Clarendon Street South Melbourne VIC 3207.  Tel: 61 3 9696 8445  www.melbournestyle.com.au 
Hours:Tues to Friday: 10 am–5 pm, Saturday: 11 am–5 pm Sunday: 12-4pm during shows. Admission: FREE

Eleven40 Gallery.........................................Exhibition Dates:  June 2-15, 2015
1140 Malvern Road, Malvern VIC 3144.   Tel: 61 3 8823 1140 www.eleven40.com.au  Admission: FREE

Or contact the artist on 0419 118 607,  or go to www.liamlynchphotography.com.au
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